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Abstract 
In this paper, a model problem of one vital surgical technique in orthopaedics, the so-called osteotomy, will be 
analyzed numerically. The model problem will be formulated mathematically. The problem leads to solving the 
variational equality and inequality. The finite element method will be used in numerical solution, and the algorithm will 
be given. 
Keywords: Biomechanics; Numerical modelling in orthopaedics; Variational inequality; Contact problem; Thermo- 
elasticity 
1. Introduction 
Osteophytes, cysts as well as arthrodesis on the contact boundary between the head of the joint 
and the acetabulum originate in highly loaded human joints. Osteophytes originate from bone 
metaplasia ofthe synovial membrane and joint capsule in which all stages of both phylogenesis and 
ontogenesis of bone formation may be reproduced. In a completely developed osteoarthritic hip 
joint, three principal osteophytes on the femoral head as well as three principal osteophytes on the 
acetabulum are observed (see Fig. 1). The cysts contain bone marrow and cartilage from meta- 
plasia of the bone marrow. The purpose of proximal femur osteotomy is to bring the femoral head 
into a new position inside the acetabulum. The most frequently used corrective options of 
intertrochanteric osteotomy (see [4]) are shown in Fig. 2 (due to Murray) and the model of 
intertrochanteric osteotomy (valgization, varization, displacements, etc.) is shown in Fig. 3 (due to 
Pauwells [11] and Schneider [13-1). 
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Fig. 1. Osteophytes after Bombelli [4]. 
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Fig. 2. Intertrochanteric osteotomy after Murray. 
The present widespread tomographic measurement methods, i.e., computed tomography (CT) 
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and automatic three-dimensional reconstructions also 
involve numerous new points of view for planning femoral osteotomy (see [4]). Earlier methods 
were based on descriptive geometry, on the triangulation method and on basic kinematic tech- 
nique. In this paper we shall discuss mathematical models based on the contact problems and FEM 
technique (see [-2, 8, 10]) which provide a new method of solving surgical problems of osteotomy. 
2. The model and formulation of the problem 
Let us define the model problem of osteotomy. In our investigations we shall study namely the 
human hip joint, but the theory also applies to other types of human joints. The method presented 
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Fig. 3. Intertrochanteric osteotomy after Schneider [13]. 
here facilitates the simulation of the surgical osteotomy problem and the stress-strain analysis 
of the pelvis and both hip joints. On the basis of the analysis of this problem the surgeon 
can determine which surgical technique should be used in view of the present condition of the 
hip joint. 
2.1. The equilibrium equation 
Let 12 be the region in R N, N = 2, 3, with a Lipschitz boundary Of 2, occupied by a part of the 
loaded human skeleton we are interested in (see Fig. 4). Moreover, we shall assume that 
O = U~= j~2', where 12' denotes eparate parts of the human skeleton being studied. Let the 
boundary dr2 be divided into disjoint parts F~, F~, F~ and ~ such that c3f2 = F, wF, WFcU~, where 
the surface measure of ~ is zero and each of the boundaries F~, F,, F~ are open sets in ~3f2. Assume 
that the domain f2 is occupied by the pelvis and bones, which we are assumed to be isotropic or 
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anisotropic, and that Lam6 coefficients 2 and /t as well as elastic coefficients Cijkt and thermal 
conductivity coefficients x, xu are bounded functions. We then shall assume that 
).', cljk , C 1 
The equilibrium equations and the heat equation for every subdomain I2' of f2 read as follows: 
(x l jT , ' j ) , i+W'=O,  rlj, j+F i=0 i , j= l  . . . .  ,N ,  N=2,3 ,  t= l , . . . , s .  (la, b) 
The stress-strain relation is given by Hooke's law 
I 1 t 1 l = - f lu(T T'o) (2) Tij Cijklekl(U ) 
in the anisotropic ase, whereas in the isotropic case 
where 2', #' represent the Lam6 coefficients, and//iv, 7' coefficients of thermal expansion, To is the 
initial temperature, and eu(u' ) is the small strain tensor defined as 
1 l t 
eu(u') = ~(ui.j + uj.i). (3) 
Since the processes in the bone tissues are assumed to be elastic and reversible, the Lam6 
coefficients are taken in isothermic state. We assume that 2',#',Cljkt,Xlj are Lipschitzian on ~2', 
t = 1,  2,. . . ,  s and fulfil the usual symmetry conditions 
Cljkl = Cjikl = Cklij = Cjjlk on f2', i,j, k,l = 1,.. . ,  N, t = 1,... ,  s 
0 < C'o <<, (C~jkt(X)¢ij¢'ktl¢1-2 <. C'1 < + O0 VX ~ f2', ¢' = (~j) ~ R N×N, 
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where c~ and c~ are constants independent of x el2' and 
c; = max{2#'(x) + 32'(x); x e f2'} and 
l I xo=xj i  ont2', i, j=  1 , . . . ,N ,  l=  1 , . . . , s  
0 < k~ ~< (~b(x)C~CjlC1-2 ~ k] < + oo Vx ~ I2', 
where k~ and k~ are constants independent of x e t2'. 
1 Co = 2 min {/z'(x); 
2.2. Boundary conditions 
Muscular tissue generates tendinous (muscular) forces in the insertions which transmit to 
osseous tissue. In addition to these forces, there are other loading forces due to the weight of the 
subject which are transmitted tothe skeleton. Based on knowledge of the physiological distribution 
of insertions in bony tissue and skeletal sites through which the loading forces are transmitted due 
to weight of the human body (we describe this portion of the skeletal boundary by F~), and of the 
direction and magnitude of these two types of acting forces, we shall seek the condition of loading 
and heat flux of the part of the skeleton concerned in the form 
Ki jT  irli = q (=0), "cijn j = P~. (4) 
Let boundary Fu = 1Fu w 2/- '  u and assume (see Fig. 4) that the portion of the examined skeleton is 
fixed at a certain boundary which we shall denote 1F~. We thus have the conditions 
Ki jT ini = q (=0), ui = lUoi (=0). (5) 
Furthermore, we shall assume that the temperature and the displacement vector are given at 
boundary 2F~. This second condition describes the situation when the surgical osteotomy tech- 
nique is applied on one leg. We then have the condition 
T = T1,  ui = 2Uoi (=0). (6) 
So far, nobody has asked the question what conditions apply in a statically loaded stationary joint. 
As yet the loading of the acetabulum and head of the femur, as well as of their artificial prostheses, 
have been calculated separately, loaded by a resultant of the forces, acting vertically, which, e.g., in 
the case of the hip joint, passes through the centre of the head and through the centre of the loaded 
area of the acetabulum. When the loaded area is inclined from the horizontal plane, biomechanical 
equilibrium is upset and, depending on the inclination, displacement of the head in a lateral or 
medial direction occurs. Some authors tried to improve the models of different joints by introduc- 
ing conditions ex post regarding the action of the loading forces, taking into account the 
geometrical conditions in the area of the hip joint and the inertial forces, and the influence of the 
main muscle groups of abductors and adductors. The situation, however, is more complicated, in
particular as regards the action of forces and transmission ofloading forces from the acetabulum to
the head of the joint, i.e., the action of forces along the contact boundary between the acetabulum 
and head of the joint. These conditions are called the contact conditions and have the following 
form: Assume that the part of human skeleton of interest consists of s components f2', t = 1, ..., s, so 
that f2 = U~= ~f2', with the boundary t3f2 = [,_)~= ~ t3f2'. Denote by F k~ the common contact 
boundary (Fig. 5) between both joint components, O k and t2 ~, before deformation (e.g., in the case 
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Fig. 5. Derivation of conditions on the contact boundary of the joint. 
of the hip joint t2 t denote the region occupied by the basin with the acetabulum and t2 k the thigh 
bone (femur) with the head of the hip joint). Let n = (nil t = (ti) be, respectively, the outward unit 
normal and unit tangential vector to contact boundary Fu. Further, denote by z~ = z i jn j  the stress 
vector, its normal and tangential components by Zn = z~n~ = z~n in  i ,  zt = z - -  Znn, and the normal 
and tangential components of the displacement vector by un = u~ni and ut = u - unn.  Denote by 
u k, u l, T k, T ~ (indices k, l denote the neighbouring components of the joint) the displacements and 
the temperatures in the neighbouring components of the joint investigated, or in their protheses. 
All these quantities are functions of spatial coordinates. Let (x, z) be the local Cartesian coordinate 
system. The x-axis is identical with the positive direction of outward normal nk to contact 
boundary F u, and the z-axis is identical with the unit tangential vector to contact boundary F u at 
kl kl point 0 e Fc,  where Fc is the common contact boundary of the joint and the acetabulum in 
undeformed condition, i.e., F kt k t = F~c~ F~. The condition of nonpenetration then reads 
uk(x)  - -  U~(X) <<. O. (7) 
In view of the principle of action and reaction the contact forces are 
• = - - = - z l (x )  - (8 )  
Since the normal components of the contact forces cannot be positive, i.e., cannot be tensile, 
r~(x) = - r.k(x) = z,U(x) ~< 0. (9) 
During the deformation of both joint components they are either in contact or not in contact. 
If they are not in contact, u~-u ,  t <0 and the contact forces are equal to zero, i.e., 
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k I = 0, there exist nonzero rk (x )  = - -  Zt,(X) = 0. If the joint components are in contact, i.e., un- un 
contact forces -c k = -- z~ = r u < 0. These conditions can be represented as follows 
(u~(x)  - u~(x) )z~' (x )  = O. (10) 
Further, if both joint components are in contact, then friction in Coulomb's ense acts (defined 
by the Coulomb law of friction) and friction forces g~ ff~,[ u = ~ [, whose absolute value is 
proportional to the absolute value of the acting normal forces ~n, act on the contact boundary. The 
coefficient of proportionality ffc kt is the coefficient of the Coulombian friction. Its magnitude is not 
known, but can be estimated. As a result of the acting and friction forces we have the following 
cases: 
If the absolute value of tangential forces zkt(x) is less than friction forces gkZ = ~l ,kZ l ,  the 
friction forces preclude mutual shifts of both joint components. If the absolute value of tangential 
forces ~3~ reach the value of friction forces, both joint components mutually shift. At the same time, 
the points of contact boundary .F kt change their positions in the opposite direction to the tangential 
forces. These situations are described by the following conditions (i.e., by the so-called Coulomb 
law of friction): 
If uk(x)  - -  Ut,(X) = 0 then I~tkt(x)l ~< g~'(x), (l la) 
and thus 
if I~.k'(x)l < gkl then uk(x)  - -  U~(X) = 0, (l ib) 
i.e., the frictional forces preclude the mutual displacements of the joint components; 
if IT.~t(x)l = gg~(x) then there exists function O t> 0 such that uk(x)  - -  UZt(X) = --  OZU(X) ,  
(1 lc) 
i.e., the friction forces cannot preclude the mutual displacements of the joint components. More- 
over, we have on contact boundary F~ ~ the conditions 
T k = T l, lcljT, inil~k~ = tci jTjni l(o. (12) 
The space between both the joint components i filled with synovial liquid, which reduces 
the friction in the joint and feeds the gristle of the joint. In aloarthroplasty he effort is to keep 
the Coulombian friction coefficient small, i.e., ~kl(x)--~0. As shown in [6, p. 171] for the 
elastic case and in [7, 9] for the thermoelastic case, the coefficient of friction can be estimated 
by 
I I~11~ < (2~/(,~ + 3~)) 1/2 or I1~111o~ < (tV(2 + 2~)) 1/4, resp., (13) 
where 2,~ are the Lam6 coefficients and moreover, if (13) holds that there exists a solution of the 
problem with Coulombian friction. (13) indicates that the upper estimate of the coefficient of 
friction depends on the material only. Therefore, condition (13) gives some information about the 
contact arthritic surface between both parts of the hip joint, and in the case of the hip joint 
prosthesis the condition about the choice of the materials for both components of total endopros- 
theses of human joints. 
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3. Variational formulation and the FEM approximation 
The variational formulation of the problem studied and the finite element method (FEM) can be 
used for the numerical solution. 
Let ( . , . )  be the scalar product in [L2(f2)] N, I1" Ilk - -  I1"11 the norm in Hk(f2'), where Hk(t2'), 
k e ~1, l=  1, ... ,s, denotes the Sobolev space in the usual sense, and Ivl 2 = So eij(v)e~j(v)dx the 
seminorm on Qp to be defined later. To formulate the variational formulation of the problem 
discussed, we shall introduce the space of virtual temperatures by 
1V = {z lzenl ( t21)x  ... x n l (Ok)  x .-. x n l (os ) ,  z =0 on 2/"u} 
and the space of virtual displacements by 
V = {virtu W( I2)= [H'(Y2I)]Nx ... x [Hi(f2k)]Nx .-- X [H I (O ' ) ]  N, v = 0 on E,} 
as the space of all vector functions v = (vi), whose components vi, i = 1,. . . ,  N, N = 2, 3, are from 
the Sobolev space H1(O) and satisfy conditions (5), (6) imposed on the part of the skeleton 
boundary Fu = 1Fu w 2F,, and 
k l K = {vlv~ V, Vn - Vn <~ 0 on Uk.tF u} 
the set of admissible displacements K as the set of all functions of the space of virtual displacements 
satisfying (7) on [..)k., Fk( Moreover, we shall introduce the set of all displacements and rotations 
_P= {vl v = a + (b x x)), where a, b are arbitrary real constants and the components of rotation are 
(b x x)l = b12x2 + blax3 and similarly (b x x)i, i = 2, 3, where for i ¢:j  b o = -bj~. Let Qv be the 
orthogonal complement of _P in W, i.e., Qp ~ P_ = w. 
We shall seek a pair of functions (T, u), T replaced by T + y and u by u + w, where y and w are 
sufficiently smooth scalar or vector, resp., functions in O = f2wOf2, satisfying Dirichlet type 
conditions on 2F, or F,, resp. and the contact conditions on w F kt. 
Let us seek functions (T',u'), T'~HI(O'), u'e [HI(O') ]  N. Let 2#(X),I.I'(X),C~jkI(X)~.CI(~'), 
K'(X), K~j(X) ~ cl(~r~'), gkl(x) ~ L°~(Fkt), ~'(x),fl~i(x) ~C1(~'), Uoi ~ L2(ru), T'o ~ HI(t2'), T[ 
L:(zFu), q'~L2(1F~), P~EL2(FO. 
Then multiplying (la) by z - T and (lb) by v - u, integrating over the whole region t2, occupied 
by the human skeleton being investigated, applying Green's theorem and the boundary conditions, 
the problem leads to the following variational problem: 
Find a pair of functions (T, u), T ~ 1 V, u ~ K such that 
I(T) <~ l(z), L(u) <<. L(v) for all T ~ ~ V, v ~ K, (14) 
where 
l (z)=½faxij(x)z. iz. jdx-f,r ,  u rqZds- foQ zdx, 
L(v) = ½ fo Cijkt(X)elj(V)ekt(V)dx + fv ~' l~t l ( Iv tk -  vIl)ds 
- faf~vidX - fr PiVids = Lo(v) +j(v), 
(15a) 
(15b) 
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where Q = w + d/axi(xijdy/dxj), q = q + lcijt~y/t~xjnl, 
fi = Fi + ~ (Cijk, eu(w)), vxj 
Pi = Pi + CijkleU(w)nj 
and 
j(v) = fu r :~k ' l zk ' l l v t lds  = fur:' gk'lv'lds (16) 
is a nondifferentiable functional. 
By a variational (weak) solution of the problem discussed we then understand a pair of functions 
(T, u), T ~ ~ V, u e K such that 
l(T)<~l(z), L(u)<~L(v) Vz~IV ,  Vv~K,  (17) 
where l(z) and L(v) are defined by (15). It has been proved (see [9]) that this solution exists and is 
unique. Then necessary condition for the existence of the solution is the condition of total 
equilibrium (see e.g., [9] for the thermo-elastic case) 
fo fr, fu U k w ' lds<O'  VweKnP-"  (18) f iw idx  + P iw ids  + gc Wt -- 
k., r, ~t 
3.1. FEM approximation 
Numerically the problem can be approximated by the finite element technique. 
Let the given domain t2, which is occupied by the human skeleton, be approximated bydomain 
Oh with polygonal boundary t~f2h and let it be triangulated, i.e., covered by a system of n triangles 
_Th in the two-dimensional case (or by tetrahedrons in the three-dimensional c se, but in this 
contribution only the two-dimensional case will be discussed), forming a triangulation ~h and let 
end points/~ c~ Fu, Fun F~, F~ c~ Fc coincide with the vertices of the triangles _Th. 
We shall replace spaces IV and V as well as set K with their finite element approximations 
x Vh = {ZIZ e C(0), Zl_rh ~ ei,  i = 1,..., N, z = 0 on 2F u for all _The Jh}, 
Vh = {vlv i~ C(g2), vilr_, ~ P1, i = 1 , . . . ,N ,  v =0 on F~ for all _Th e ~h}, 
Kh = {VlV ~ Vh, V k -- V~ <<. 0 on U FU} - the set of all vector functions from the approximate space 
of virtual displacements satisfying (7) on F u. 
Our problem then leads to finding the finite element approximation oftemperature Th, The x Vh 
and displacement Uh, Uh ~ Kh, such that 
/(Th) ~< l(z), L(Uh) ~< L(v), Vz  ~ 1 Vh ' ~¢V ~ Kh,  (19) 
which is equivalent to finding the minimum of the corresponding finite element approximation of
functionals l and L, defined by (15) (Lagrange's variational principle). 
We say that a pair of functions (Th, Uh), Th ~ ~ Vh, Uh ~ Kh is a finite element approximation f our 
problem, if 
/(Th) ~< l(z), L(Uh) ~< L(V) Vz  ~ 1Vh, VV ~ K (20) 
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or in equivalent form 
aT(Th,Z -- Th) >~ S(Z -- Th) VZe IVh, 
a(Uh,V -- Uh) + f~ g~i(lVt k -- Vt, I - I(U~),- (U~h),l)ds /> S(v -- Uh) VVS Kh ,  
r~ s 
(20') 
where 
s 
aT(T,z) = xij(x)z, lz jdx = ~ a'r(u',v'), 
1=1 
fa ~ a (u,v'), a(u, v) = ciju(x)elj(u)eu(v)dx = ' ' 
t= l  
s(z)= f, qzds + foQzdx= i s'(z'), 
F~ ~=1 
S(v)= fa fividx + fr, Pivids= ,=ii S'(v'). 
Theorem 1. There exists a unique solution of the finite element approximation of(19) V h. 
The proof is a parallel of that in [9]. 
Theorem 2. Let OI2=FuU~W(URIF kl) and its parts be piecewise polygonal. Let TexV,  
u6Kc~[H2(O)] 2, z(u)6 [L~(UF~'t)] 2, ue g~teL~(r~t). Let 'Vn = ~V, 
t=Oan d k l=o. . . . i ,  k l Kh c K. Let the changes uk - uS < 0 ~ u k - Un Un -- Un Un -- Un ~ 0 OCCUr at finitely 
many points of Uk, t Fkl only. Then 
II T - Zhll = O(h), lu - -  Uhl = O(h l /2 ) .  (21) 
The proof is a parallel of that of Theorem 3.2 in [9]. 
4. Algorithm 
The numerical solution of the problem investigated leads to the numerical solution of the 
quasi-coupled contact problem with friction in thermo-elasticity, which will be based on a finite 
element approximation of heat equation and of approximation of a saddle point in the case of 
elastic part of the problem (see [5, 8]). Since we are limited by the extent of the paper and since the 
first part of the problem represents he well known problem of a finite element approximation of
the heat equation, we will not discuss it here. Nevertheless, in our study the solution of the 
approximate problem of this part of the problem is based on the preconditioning technique (for 
details ee [1]). Therefore, in the next we shall investigate in details the second part of the problem 
only. 
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Functional j(v) is a nondifferentiable functional. To eliminate its undesirable property we 
introduce Lagrangian multipliers/~kt. Let us define 
A = {pkll~kl~L2( U kt re ), I~k'l ~< 1 a.e. on {.)F~'}. (22) 
Then 
gckl Utk _ v:[ds = sup f I~"g~'(vkt - vl)ds. (23) 
F~ i p e A ,Ju F~ l
We then have the following equivalent problem: 
Find u ~ K such that 
L(u) = min sup {Lo(v) + ~u I~kt g~t(Vkt -- v~)ds} = min sup {.~(V,p) }. (24) 
veK IzeA F~¢ ~ veK la~A 
Point (Us, 2) ~ K x A is a saddle point of functional Ae(v, 2) e K × A ---} • ~ if 
5e(us, p) ~< £,e(u, 2) ~< LP(v, 2) V (v, p) ~ K × A. (25) 
By an approximate saddle point we understand a point (Ush, 2h) C Kh × A c K x A of a functional 
~f' on Kh × A, such that saddle point (us, 2) E K x A exists and 
~(Ush, #) ~< ~(Ush, 2h) ~< Av(V, 2h) (26) 
for all pair of functions (v, p) 6 Kh x A. 
To solve problem (24) numerically, we have the problem: 
Find Uh ~ Kh such that 
L(Uh) = min sup S~(v, la) = min sup {Lo(v) + f~ lak' g,'(vtk -- v~)ds}. (27) 
v~Ka 2~A v~K I~EA F~ t
It can be shown that the approximate saddle point exists and is unique (see [6-8]). If (Ush, 2h) is 
a saddle point of ~ on Kh x A, then 
fu  kl kl k L0(Ush) + ~ Oc ((Ush)t -- (U/h)t)ds 
f ~ kl kl k Lo(Ush) + ~'h 9c ((Ush)  - -  (U lh ) t )ds  for all/~ = (/z kt) s A. 
F, kt 
Hence 
and 
f .  (#kl ~t ~l k - -  '~'h )go ((Ush)t - -  (U~h)t)ds ~< 0 fo r  all # e A 
r~ ~ 
fu  kl k l ((2h kt + P#¢ ((Ush), -- (Ush)t -- 2hk')(p k' -- 2hk')ds ~< 0 
Fi t 
for all 0 > 0 and all 2 ~ A. 
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Thus 
kl k 2~' = ~(2~' + 0g¢ ((Uh)t -- (U~)t), 0 > 0, (28) 
where ~ is a projection of L2(F u) onto A. Due to Proposit ion 1.7 of [5] 
f~2 kl kl k f kl kl k Lo(u~.) + 2h gc ((Ush)t -- (U~h)t)ds ~ Lo(v) + 2 gc ((Vh)t -- (Vh/)t) dS for all v e K h. 
r~ ~ .)u r~ t
(29) 
Relations (29) and (28) indicate a numerical solution of the problem, which can be realized by the 
Uzawa or the Arrow-Hurwicz algorithms. For our numerical solution Uzawa's algorithm will be 
used, i.e., the following algorithm: 
Let 2 ° e A, e.g., 2 ° = 0. Let 2~ e A be known, we then determine Uhi e K h by solving the following 
problem: 
 k,.i } min Lo(v) + ,~h u~ tv, - v l )ds  
v • K. F~ t
(30) 
and 2 u'i+x is determined from the relation 
kl k i 2h k'''+x = ~(2k" '+ o~go ((Uh), -- (U/)~)), (31) 
where ~ is projection ~:  L2(F u) ~ A defined as follows: 
e y e 
~l, tkt(y) = ktkt(y) for I/P*(y)l <~ 1, 
~l~kt(y) = 1 for pkt(y) > 1, 
~pkl(y) = _ 1 for ltkt(y) < -- 1, 
O > 0, 0 < OX ~< O~ ~< 02, 691, 02 being sufficiently small numbers, which follow from the conver- 
gence theorem of Uzawa's algorithm (see [5]). 
The finite element approximation of (24) leads us to minimizing functional L(vh) on set Kn. The 
theory indicates (see [5]) that this problem is equivalent to the sequence of quadratic programming 
problems 
f(w) = ½wT Bhw + drW (32a) 
with linear constraints 
Ajw <~ O, i.e., (ai, w) ~< 0, i e J - ,  (al, w) = 0, i e jo,  (32b) 
where we R", a~e ~", i e J  = J -w J  °, J - ,  jo  are finite sets of indices, de  R n, Bh is an n x n 
symmetric positive (semi-)definite matrix. 
In our case, we shall assume, for simplicity, the two-dimensional case only; f(w) is functional 
L(vh), Bh is the stiff matrix (dim n x n), which is positive semi-definite and generated by term 
1 Sa cou(x)e~)(v)ekt(V)dx,  (dim n) is the vector generated by the body and surface forces, i.e., by 
term So F,v, dx + St, P,v, ds, as well as friction forces Sur:, gff'(Iv,~l- Ioll)ds, which changes due to 
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the friction forces at every step of Uzawa's algorithm, As is the matrix of constraints (dim m x n) 
generated by the conditions u~ - u, z <~ 0 on U F~ l in the definition of the admissible set of 
displacements Kh. Here n represents the double number of points of triangulation at which the 
displacement is not prescribed, and m is the number of points of triangulation on contact boundary 
U F i  t. The method of minimizing the quadratic functional, solving our problem, is discussed in 
k 1 kt [12], where b = 0 due to Un - Un ~< 0 on Fc • Denote s l , . . . ,  Sm the mesh points on U Fkt, nl, ..., nm 
the outward unit normal to ~ F u at mesh points s~ . . . . .  sin. Contact boundary U F u is approxim- 
ated by a finite number of segments. Let mesh points s j, Sk lie in two neighbourhood segments, and 
let mesh point st be their common outward unit normal to F u, we then define n[ = ½(n} j) + n~ k)) for 
i = 1, 2 (for the two-dimensional case). The body forces are generated by the driving of the pin into 
the thigh-bone. 
Stiff matrix Bh is generated by the term 
Cijktelj(V)ekl(V)dx = ~ ½ Cijkteij(V)ekl(V)dx = WT Bh W 
Th~ i 
and can be found by the standard technique. To calculate the integral J'rh, (Fx ul + F2 U2)dx we use 
the standard technique. To minimize functional L(vh) on set Kh the following algorithm based on 
the precondit ioned method can be used: 
Let C be a positive definite matrix, which can be factored in the form C = EE r, where E is 
a nonsingular matrix, or in the more general form C = EG- IE  T, where E is a sparse and lower 
triangular matrix, and G is a diagonal matrix. By using transformation y = ETw, the technique of 
preconditioning then leads to minimizing the related functional 
f (y )  = ½(y, Cy) + (d_,y), y ~ ~" (33a) 
with constraints 
AjEry  = Ajy <~ 0, i.e., (di,y) ~< 0, i ~ J - ,  (tii,y) = 0, i e jo,  (33b) 
where y~E" ,  d isR",  i~ J= J -u J  °, j - , j o  are finite sets of indices and C=E- IBhE  -T, 
d=E-XdER ", E-T=(ET)  -1 and C=diag( (T l l , . . . ,C , , )  or _C=diag(B, . . . ,B) ,  where 
B=C11 + ... +(7',,. Since Bh is symmetric, then C" is also symmetric. Moreover, 
(y, Cy) = (w, BhW) and (w, BhW) > 0 VW 4= 0, then (y, ('y) > 0 Vy 4= 0 and, therefore, C' seems to be 
positive semi-definite as Bh. Since E-TCE T = C-1Bh, then the matrices 6" and C-1Bh have the 
same eigenvalues. The algorithm solving (33a, b) will be based on the active set method (for details 
see e.g., [12]). 
Let J c J, where J(y) = {il (ai,y) = 0, i6  J -u  J°}. We form the m x n matrix As created by the 
row vectors ~i, i ~ J and we assume that the nongeneracy condition (i.e., with any y vectors d~, 
i 6 a(y) are linearly independent) is fulfilled. Let us introduce a new variable z by y = Yo + (I - P)z, 
where the operator P = Af(Aj_AXj_) - l~j, YO is an initial guess. 
The next lemma shows that the problem (33a), (d, y) = 0, i ~ J can be solved as the problem of 
minimization of quadratic function F(z) =f(Yo + (I - Pj_)z) without constraints. For its solution 
the conjugate gradient method will be used. Let us put J = _J(Yo). 
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Lemma 3. Let y~R x, y=yo+( l -P j _ )z .  Let z be the minimizer of  the function 
F(z) =f(Yo + (I - P:_)z). Then the corresponding point y = Yo + (I - Pj_)z is the minimizer of  the 
funct ion f (y )  with constraints (cii, y) = 0, i e J_. 
The next theorem gives the algorithm for solving (33a, b). 
Theorem 4. The problem of  the minimization of quadratic function f (y) with constraints (33b) has 
a minimizer y, which can be found after a finite number of  iterations by the following process: 
Let Yo be an initial guess, let ro = (I - PJ_) f ' (Yo)  = (I - P!)(d - C yo), Po = Zo = C_- i ro. Then for 
k = O, 1, . . . ,  the kth iteration is made by 
O~k = (ZR, rk)/(pk,BhPk), 
checking: whether the points obtained are feasible or not in the sense of  the method of  active set, 
~k = min {--(di,Yk)/(Si, Pk)}; 
i : (~i~,pk) > 0 
V O~k ~ O~ k then  o~ k -~- o~ k e lse  o~ k = O~k; 
Yk+I = Yk "}- ~kPk, rk+l = rk -- O~kBhPk, 7"k+1 = _C- I rk+l ;  
flk+l = (Zk+l,rk+l)/(Zk,rk); Pk+l = ZR+I + flk+lPk. 
The proof follows from the arguments used during the derivation of the algorithm. 
Remark. The algorithm constructed is based on the method of active set (see also [3, 12]). The 
iterate Yk + 1 is equal to the previous one Yk if, and only if, Pk = 0 or ~k = 0, which means that 
Yk = C-  ~ d. If (rk, r , )  = 0, then rk = 0 for some k ~< n, where n is the order of the matrix C and then 
the convergence to the exact solution is achieved in a number of steps not greater than n. 
Theorem 5. For the error estimate we have 
Ilekllc <~ {(l-x(tT)] */2 - 1)/([-K(C)] 1/2 -t- 1)}klleolle, k = 0,1, . . . ,  
where x(C)= max{12,(C)l, i=  1, ...,n}/min{12,(C)l, i=  1, ...,n}, and I1" IIc represents the norm 
corresponding to the scalar product (u, V)c = (Cu, V)c, and ek = Yk -- Y represents the error vector. 
But in the following we give the other algorithm, which is a modification of that in [6] (see also 
in [8]). 
In the case of Uzawa's algorithm, we shall use such type of numbering of mesh points, that 
variables y,_,, + 1, ..., Y., corresponding to Uhi in points of triangulation ~ laying on w fkt \ F,, will 
be situated in the last m = m(h) places of y = (Yx, ..., Y,) e R". Therefore, if we calculate projection 
~,  variables Y.- , ,+I  . . . .  , y,, m = m(h), will be taken into account only. Similarly, the right-hand 
side vector S(2h) depends on 2h in components with indices ix-,, + ~,.. . ,  i. only. Hence, we may split 
vector y ~ R x in such a way that y = (Yl,Y2) e R x-m x R m, where Yl and y2 correspond to the free 
and constrained variables, respectively. We then define the set 
Kho = {y ~ ~",y = (Yl,Y2), Yl e R "-m, Y2 ~ Rm, Ay2 ~< 0}. 
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Due to the splitting of vector y, we can split vector d = S(2h) -- S and decompose matrix C as 
[C,, C, l C = L C=, c22_I' (34) 
where Cl l ,  C22 are (n - m) x (n - m) and m x m matrices and C12, C21 are rectangular (n -- m) x m 
and m x (n - m) matrices, respectively. Since C21 is symmetric, then C21 = C~2. Problem (33a, b) is 
then equivalent with the following problem: 
Find y = (yl,y2) T e Kho, Yl e R"-m, Y2 e •m, Ay2 ~< 0 so that 
(Cy, v -y )~>(d ,v -y )  VV~Kho. (35) 
Let v = (vl, v2) T, d = (dl, d2) T so that vl ,dl  ~ R "-'~, v2,d2 ~ R m, Av2 <<. O. Let us put v = (vl, v2) T in 
(44) so that vl = yl + zl, v2 = Y2, zl e R n-m is arbitrary. After some algebra, (35) then yields 
C l ly l  + C12y2 = dl. (36) 
Moreover, let us put v in (35) so that vl = y~, v2 = z2, where z2 ~ R m, .'iv2 ~< 0 being arbitrary. Then 
(-72 -- y2)T( f21Yl  d- C22Y2) ~ (Z2 -- y2)Td2 • (37) 
Hence, due to (36) 
(z2 - yE)TCoy2 /> (z2 -- yE)Td2o, (38) 
where Co = C12 - CT2Cl l l  C12, d2o = d2 - C21C l l ld l ,  Khr  = {Y lYe  Rm, AY <<- 0}. 
Theorem 6. Let C be a symmetric, positive semi-definite matrix of order n. Matrix 
CO = C22 -- cT2 C l l  1 C12 is then a symmetric and positive semi-definite matrix of order m. 
Proof. Since C is symmetric, Cl l  and Ci-11 are also symmetric. Hence Co is also symmetric. 
Moreover, matrix C is positive semi-definite. Then due to (34), y -- (yl, y2) T, Yl ~ Rn-m, Y2 E R m, we 
have 
r -T (39) yTC l lY  1 + yTC12y 2 + yEC21y 1 + yTC22Y 2 >/0 Vy  1 e~n-m,  y2ER m. 
Let v e ~m be arbitrary. (39) then yields 
(1 + 21/2)Z(vTCIT2C[lxCt2V + vrC22v) >i O, 
where we have put yl = C~-~ 1 (S'~2 v, Ye = (1 + 2~/2)v. The last inequality proves the assertion of the 
theorem. [] 
Theorem 7. Let C be the n x n matrix defined by {34), and let d = (dl, dz) T be an n-dimensional vector. 
Let C1 be the n × (n + 1)-dimensional matrix 
It,, C,2 d,l C,=LC21 C22 d23" 
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Let B be a matrix, generated by eliminating the first n columns of  matrix C1, defined by 
B22 -d_2 " 
Then B22 = C22 - C,~2C~11C12 = Co, d2 = d2 - C21C/~11dl = d20. 
The proof is based on Gaussian elimination and is a parallel of that of Theorem 4 in Section 3.5 
of [8]. 
The last theorem, (38) and (36) yield the following algorithm: 
Find y = (yl,Y2) x such that 
½(Y2, COY2) - (d2o,Y2) = min {½(y, Coy) - (d2o,Y)} (40) 
y e Khv 
and Yl is the solution of (36). 
We see that Y2 will be a solution of variational inequality 
(Z2 - -  y2,Coy2) >1 (d2o,Z2 - Y2) Vz2 ~ R m, (41) 
and that Yl follows immediately from (36), i.e., 
Yl = C1-11(dl - 1~12Y2). 
5. Numerical results 
At present he mathematical models of intertrochanteric osteotomy were applied to special cases 
of valgization (see Fig. 6), varization (see Fig. 7) and of the displacement version (see Fig. 8). The 
mathematical two-dimensional model corresponds to a real patient. The geometry of the models 
was obtained from a body-scanner radiograph. The skeleton of the patient was loaded by a vertical 
Fig. 6. Valgization technique - numerical results. 
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Fig. 7. Varization technique - numerical results. Fig. 8. Displacement technique - numerical results. 
load of 1000 N. The osteotomy as well as in aloarthroplasty he effort is to keep the Coulombian 
friction coefficient small, i.e., ~k~(x) ~ 0, which is the case in our numerical study also. In Figs. 6 
and 7 the dashed line represents the initial state of the studied part of the skeleton and the dotted 
line the situation after the surgical treatment. In Fig. 8 the solid line represents the initial state and 
the dashed and dotted lines represent he situations after surgical treatments. In Figs. 6-8 the 
boundary condition of Dirichlet type at the femur part of the studied skeleton (i.e., u = lUo on 1Fu in 
agreement with the notation in Fig. 4) simulates the valgization, varization and displacement 
surgical techniques. We shall assume that the pelvis is fixed (i.e., u = 0) in the place of the pubis 
known as "symphysis ossium pubis". Furthermore, we assume that the pelvis, in its upper part, is 
loaded and on the other surface of the skeleton, besides the contact surface, it is unloaded. In the 
case of the displacement version of osteotomy, displacements of parts of the femur of 3 mm or 5 mm 
were applied and similarly in the cases of valgization and varization. The detailed analyses of 
numerical results such as changes of the geometry of the hip joint and patient's keleton due to their 
deformation, analyses of situations on the contact boundary between the head of the joint and the 
acetabulum, stress-strain analYSeS in the whole skeleton as well as on the head of femur/acetabulum 
contact boundary, etc., in the concrete case of a real patient enable the surgeon to determine optimal 
reconstruction of the hip joint and optimal surgical technique, even before surgical treatment. 
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